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n April 2012, two friends joined their passion and
knowledge for Arabian Horses and founded Al Juman
Stud in Wafra, Kuwait. These two friends, Jasim Al
Mesbah and Mohammad Al-Awadhi knew already from
the start that their stud will host only the best Arabian Horses the World can provide and so already from the beginning,
the standards was set high.
Within less than a year, the two friends competed in Kuwait
1st Breeders Show (C-Show) with their colt Aseel Al-Danat
(Sinan Al Rayyan x Lateefa by Ashhal Al Rayyan) scoring
91.50 in the 2yrs old colts class and claiming not only the title of class winner and the Bronze Medal Colt but also winning the best head trophy! A great result for their first outing!
A month later, they competed in 2nd Kuwait International Championship (B-Show) where more than 400 horses

competed(between the international show and the Egyptian
Event). Al Juman Stud proved to be at the right track by
being named class winner in the 2yrs old fillies class with
a score of 90.6 and claimed the title of Bronze Medal Filly
with thier shining star filly Geneva Rose (Shagran al Nasser x Psytanium Mist) who already had some wins in Belgium before traveling to Kuwait. Moreover their Marwan
granddaughter; Magnifficoos Pippa (Marwan al Magnifficoo x Magnifficoos Gold), an addition coming from the US,
was named Top Five in tough 3yrs old fillies class which is
the same achievement she had at the prestigious Scottsdale
Arabian Horse Show 2012.
After this success, both Jasim and Mohammad knew that
this was their passion and started expanding their stud with
more excellent horses.
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ASE DAFARIDA SL
2012 bay filly (RFI Farid x Dakaree)
proudly bred by Leo Arabians
& Arabian Stud Europe

One of their recent purchases, who will also make her debut
in Kuwait next year is the spectacular ASE Dafarida SL.
This extreme filly has all it takes to take Al Juman Stud to
the next level. Being by the brilliant RFI Farid and out of
the famous immortal beauty Dakaree (Dakar el Jamaal) –
ASE Dafarida SL will for sure make an impression at the
show!
Another newly acquired horse is the very special Young colt
ASE Faraaj (RFI Farid x ASE Bisiriya Hlayyil). A true
diamond in the making, This young impressive colt already launched his show career by being named gold champion
twice! The last title being won unanimously, claiming also
the best in show title. Before going to Kuwait to challenge
the best colts at the International show there, he will also be
shown at Dutch Nationals and the Arabian Futurity show,
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hosted by the prestigious All Nations Cup in Aachen.
Al Juman Stud also generously allows the use of their straight
egyptian stallions, Aseel Al-Danat (Sinan Al Rayyan x
Lateefa by Ashhal Al Rayyan) and Mamlook Al Shaqab
(Ansata Sokar x Bint Amirat al Shaqab) with who they
represent some of the finest straight Egyptian breeding programs, by other breeders in the country. A great opportunity
to the Kuwaiti breeders to use these great stallions who already proved themselves in the showring and that will prove
themselves as breeding stallions as well.
Al Juman Stud now already has a solid base to build up a
great stud in their beautiful country of Kuwait. As still in
the beginning of their breeding program, we can only expect
greatness! q
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ASE FARAAJ

(RFI Farid x ASE Bisiriya Hlayyil)
2012 grey colt
proudly bred by Arabian Stud Europe
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